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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone!  My name is Kate Hill and I am the electronic resources librarian at UNCG.  I am also a main deal handler for the Carolina Consortium, where this study originated.  This will be a talk about trends in eBook usage across a consortia.  It will talk about both what trends we saw in type of libraries who got the best of use out of eBooks across the consortia, and then it will examine a few aspects of why that use might be stronger in some schools than others. Is main focus will be on examining promotion and marketing as they are practiced, which means I will not go into much about the philosophy of marketing, developing a marketing plan, etc.    While I can talk your ear off about all of that (and please feel free to ask me questions about the philosophy of marketing for libraries after the presentation!)  I want to reinforce some practical ideas.  I also need to note that this information all came from the usage of one product, which was our largest and most subscribed eBook package, EBSCO Academic.  Thus, these strategies I would hope are generally applicable to many eBook products, but it should be said that High Usage Libraries is being defined as High Usage for eBook Aggregator Packages.  Before I do that, however:



• Background of the Project (Why and who?)
• Methodology
• Quantitative Results and Patterns
• Qualitative Results and Best Practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this presentation is going to look at how this project started, go a bit into our methodology and then share our results.  There are two parts of the results-we did examine the libraries with the best use according to quantitative factors and looked for trends in library type, programs offered, and size of the institution to see if there were any trends in these factors that could indicate what type of libraries seemed to get the best use from large aggregator eBook packages.  I will be sharing those to try and give those trying to figure out for whom these packages might be worth purchasing (or maybe not!).  Then I will be looking at the question I am most interested in-besides some of these trends seen from quantitative analysis, what were these libraries actually doing to promote not just this product, but their eBooks in general?  From interviews I conducted with high use libraries, I will then present six trends or “Best Practices” that I noticed.  Finally, I am going to look more in depth at one library, High Point University, and what I consider their exemplary use of eBook marketing.  Before I do that



Think about…what do you currently do to market 
your eBooks?  Is it successful? What are the 
challenges?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want everyone to think about their own library.  Just close your eyes if you want or get out a piece of paper and think about these questions.    Take a few minutes.  (Wait two minutes!)



In groups of threes, take turns sharing a strategy. 
What challenges do you face in implementation?  
Share advice!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, that is what the numbers tell us.  But, now it is time to dive at least partially into the why of some of the high use libraries.  To get our brains back to marketing, and to stop be from talking constantly, I want you all to do some talking.  Look at what you wrote about  your own marketing situation. Get in groups of three (or four if it only works that way!) and share your answer to these questions (just share one!)  Talk about your successes and your challenges.   I am going to be giving us 6 minutes to have this conversation.  Try and let everyone talk!  



Sharing!
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Presentation Notes
Okay, let us all share some of your own successes and struggles.  What have you found that works and what challenges have you faced?  
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Presentation Notes
So, who did this study and why?  This study was conducted  using data from the Carolina Consortium libraries.  The Carolina Consortium was founded by University of North Carolina at Greensboro in 2004.  Currently it has 187 member libraries across both North and South Carolina.  The majority of the libraries are academic libraries, but we recently have added public libraries to our group.  Our main purpose is to allow our members to buy at a cheaper rate by using consortia pricing for many products.  All deals are opt-in and members can do their own license negotiation for many of the deals.  The expectation here are our big deals, where our Consortia handles much of the negotiation of business terms and other licensing components for all libraries participating.   In the 2015-2016 fiscal year, we began offering our first large eBook package, EBSCO Academic.  We had quite a few schools who signed up.  We wanted to see what trends of use existed across the many types of schools who are using this. 
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We were initially interested in how usage statistics were for our first eBook package that we had purchased, which was prompted us to look at the usage data.  Until 2015-2016, we had never subscribed to an eBook package before for our clients-we had previously simply done e-journal packages and databases.  However, when our statewide library consortium, NC Live, decided to drop EBSCO’s materials in favor of ProQuest, there was a lot of uproar and distress among the library community, and a big gap that needed to be filled.  Carolina Consortium stepped up into that gap, and worked out a deal with EBSCO to subscribe to many of their databases as well as their Academic eBook collection.  Thus, when July of 2016 came around this year, we were very curious to see what trends we could find.



36 Subscribers

Interesting Data 
(and lots of it!)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal was to investigate whether deal was actually worth it to CC and to our schools.  We at Carolina Consortium always want to make sure our deals are actually helping the schools that subscribe.  Also curious about if there were trends in schools who were getting the most use or the worst use.  Wanted to know what those trends could tell us about the types of schools that would benefit the most.  As we looked at the results, we realized that, on top of the numbers, what would be really useful would be to talk to the schools that were getting the best usage and see what they were doing.  From this, we could look across their practices and determine if there were any trends we could present as possible best practices for other libraries..



The Numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, first we had to identify our top schools, and really dig into the usage data before we could analysis trends.  This section of the presentation could also be titled “Everyone loves graphs”



BR1 (COUNTER) EBSCO CC
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Presentation Notes
Our first step was to pull together into one sheet numerous essential numbers in order to get a good For the views number, we used the statistics of “record views” from EBSCO’s J1 Counter Report (EBSCO provided us with total usage and title by title usage for all schools that were part of the deal).  Our FTE numbers are pulled from what we have on record for pricing for the Carolina Consortium.  Pricing data also comes directly from our deal contracts.  I combined all of this information into a large spreadsheet.  Then sorted to determine who had best use for these different metrics, and if there was any overlap between these or if the usage came out differently.
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Examined four different statistics, Cost per View, View per FTE, cost/FTE  and total views.   I calculated this for each school, with cost per view being cost divided by total online views.  Cost per fte being cost divided by FTE and then also View per FTE being view divided by FTE.  When I looked at all the information, we decided to not include cost per FTE in our metrics, as schools with good views per FTE and good Cost per view gave us a different pattern, but schools with Cost Per FTE really mimicked one or the other of those metrics and did not add much to the picture.  You will notice that we also chose to use views here instead of downloads.  We were trying to get as close as we could to “use”, and decided the metric of actually opening up the page and viewing the book was closer to pulling a book off the shelf and using it in some fashion than downloading.  Downloading only would occur if that was the preferred format of a user and would probably be more equivalent to checking out the book and keeping it four many weeks.  It is always a tricky thing to try and get as close to what we think of as “use” in a physical medium in eBook land, but this is what we came up with.  Please feel free to tell me I am wrong!
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Presentation Notes
I also looked at type of school and created categories for each.  The categories were: Community College, which I defined as a two year school granting an associate’s degree,  Four Year Publics, which are the state schools that grant Bachelor’s degrees as their lowest degree, though many of these also grant graduate degrees.  Private Liberal Arts are schools that tend to be focused on undergraduate education, though they can have a few graduate programs.  Private Comprehensive are schools that often have graduate programs, and also have a focus more towards the practical disciplines.  We also have one high school represented (the NC School of Science and Math) and one Seminary (SouthEastern Baptist).  I did this because I thought that looking at what type of schools were using it heavily or not so heavily could provide an interesting lens as to what was going on behind the usage numbers.  Now, I know this does not have much to do with marketing, but it does tell us a bit about knowing your audience and who might be most interested in knowing more about these collections. �
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Presentation Notes
First show total views (demonstrate box plot).  Our best performer here is a UNC system school, which happens to be Appalachian State, followed by Fayetteville State, Way in the top.  In general, most of the school types are relatively equally distributed.  But, if we want to go for a trend besides, those top few outliers, most schools are getting under 12,000 total views, and the schools that are performing the best as a whole are some of our private comprehensives.
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Looking at Cost per View, see that that most people are getting really good cost per use, across the board.  You can see that the great majority of the schools are in the less than a dollar range (right on the 0.00 line).  Once again, it looks like as a whole the Public Comprehensive Universities are doing the best.  Also as a general rule, while many CC’s have really good usage, there is a group of them that is seeing pretty poor CPV.  The same goes for the Publics, except for App State.
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Presentation Notes
So, this is our weird graph.  One, it looks like  much bigger spread, but that is because this is a much more fine grained scale-there actually is a lot less variation in views per fte than in the two other metrics.  Also, while the best performers in previous graphs have been at the bottom of the scale, but this has the best performance at the top-  You want to have higher views per FTE, because that means it is being used more at your campus relative to your size.  Again, everything here is spread out, but our best performers here are in general the private schools, both liberal arts focused and comprehensive.
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Presentation Notes
What does this mean? There are few theories that we could propose.  Many of these private schools are smaller than the state schools, even the community colleges.  I looked at many of these schools and they do not have many eBook packages besides this one and a few from NC Live.  This would mean that if any students wanted to use an eBook, they would have to choose between more limited options than, say, the larger four year public schools, the two represented here which offer PhDs.  The private schools, especially the comprehensives cover a very wide range of disciplines, and therefore may rely more on the broad nature of the coverage of the materials.  This would give broad aggregators like EBSCO an edge, as these can be discipline agnostic and easier to use.
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Presentation Notes
I think one of the bigger things that might explain the strong use of public comprehensives is that all of these schools, besides High Point, have a strong focus on returning adult students attending online graduate and degree completion programs.  Due to this, eBooks may become a focus as these non-traditional students rely more on this type of material.  They are also, especially in the graduate programs, engaging research which requires the use of library materials.
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Presentation Notes
Outlying schools, what does this mean?   We have quite a few community colleges here, along with a few public liberal arts schools and private ones that just are not doing well.  I was curious about what these schools had in common (note, I will not be identifying these schools because, well I don’t want to shame them!)  So, I gathered information informally with electronic resource librarians who worked or currently work at some of these schools.  Some of them didn’t know why their use was so long, especially the ones nearer the 10 dollar range.  Others mentioned that they just felt overwhelmed with time and did not have the mental energy to focus on promoting eBooks, and that their faculty were resistant to such efforts anyway.  I had a great conversation with the very highest numbers, including the school that was experience a 140/use cost.  



No Support
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Presentation Notes
As well as some of the others near the 30 dollar range.  What I found out was that to varying degrees, but to an extreme for the 140/cost per use library, these libraries had administration who were actively working against them, trying to remove funding, get rid of the library building, and telling faculty that they should not go to the library.  As such, the library was not respected or used. And as such, usage across the board was very low.  I think this speaks to not so much to the importance of marketing, but the simple importance of institutional support for the library in order for anything, including marketing, to work.  These librarians were excellent, and wanted to do forward thinking initiatives, but were stymied by no budget and regular undercutting of their mission.  This also speaks to the importance of internal marketing.  If you are not valuable to your board or your administration, you won’t be allowed to be valued by your institution.  If you find yourself in this situation, you might want to gaze internally and upwards first.  



Best Practices

Photography by 
VLXPhotograph
(http://vxlphotograph
y.deviantart.com/)
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Presentation Notes
So, I think that you will see that a lot of these are for sure mentioned in what other libraries mentioned.  Some of these will not be revolutionary or brand new.  What the difference here is that these perhaps well known practices in this study now seem to have some definite correlation with high eBook usage.  There have been a lot of marketing and promotion ideas thrown around, but during my reading of the library literature, there has been little assessment of what actually worked in all of these examples.   It is not just me who noticed this, Maria Kennedy in her excellent book Marketing Electronic Resources points out that she found almost no assessment of promotional practices among academic libraries.  So, because of this, we felt this was our opportunity to add some to this conversation and provide some guidance.  We tried to answer this question by identifying the top five in each category and interviewing them on their promotion and marketing techniques.  
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For methodology, we looked at two metrics that we thought were the most interesting and most representative of strong use.  The first one is cost/view.  These are are top five on that metric, so we asked FTCC, GTCC,  Davidison, Wingate, and SouthEastern Baptist Theological Seminary.    
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We also looked at views per FTE, which had three repeats (Davidson, Wingate, Southeastern Baptist), but we also had Salem College and Gardner-Webb show up.
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And, because we did have so many repeats, we also looked at who just fell out of the top five, and High Point University was in sixth place for both metrics, so we asked them as well.
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Out of the schools that we asked, most responded.  We either interviewed on the phone or received email comments about best practices from High Point, GTCC, FTCC, Wingate, Gardner-Webb, Salem, and Davidson.   We never were able to make contact with Southeastern Baptist.  So in total we interviewed seven schools.In our initial emails, we asked the schools to respond to the displayed questions.  We then received an email response from High Point and Gardner-Webb.  We set up phone calls and had 10-20 minute conversations with the other schools.  All schools were asked these same questions in order to try and receive uniform responses.I then looked over all of the notes I had made, analyzed them, and determined the main trends that the majority of the school’s I talked to mentioned.  I am going to talk about those trends now.
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Presentation Notes
A little about each of these schools for some background about what we are looking at here.  These are a wide variety of schools, all in North Carolina.  Our top users were either all community colleges or private schools.  None of them were the larger public schools that were on the deal.Davidson is a four year liberal arts institution in Davidson, North Carolina.  It is very selective, very rigorous, and has a strong focus on student research and faculty teaching.  They do not have an electronic resources librarianGardner Webb University is a smaller sized private university located in Boiling Springs, North Carolina.  It is heavily associated with the Baptist Church and also focused on more professional based programs, including  business, nursing, accounting and Divinity.  They also have an online education program, with a focus on MBAs.  They have one library on campus with nine librarians, including one dedicated to electronic resources and collectionsFayetteville Tech is in Fayetteville North Carolina.   They have one main library, with a small staff.  Their main librarian is responsible for most everything.  They also have a few outreach programs, including an outreach branch in Fort Bragg.  They serve a heavily adult and military population.  They offer many of their programs completely online.  Guilford Technical Community College is a very wide ranging system, with over 15.134 students enrolled in six branch campuses across Guilford County.  This makes it the third largest community college in North Carolina.  There are libraries located at five of the campuses, though most of the campuses have only one librarian.  The library director and the technical services librarian are in charge of the eBook marketing plans.Wingate University is a small comprehensive university with a heavy focus on the professional disciplines, offering three doctorates in pharmacy, physical therapy and education.   It has three campuses all near Charlotte North Carolina.  Its current population is 2,373.  There is one main library, located at the main campus in Wingate NC.  They have as staff of nine, with a dedicated electronic resources librarian who is in charge of all their eBook strategiesFinally, Salem College is a very small all women liberal arts college in Winston Salem North Carolina.  It is one of the oldest colleges in the state, founded in 1772.  It has a total enrollment of 865 students.  They have five librarians, and their public services librarian and library director are also responsible for all their electronic resources decisions.Besides GTCC, as you can see, all of these schools are small, with small classes sizes and a strong teaching focus.
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So, what were the results?  The First best practice was including eBooks in their catalog/discovery layer.  Only one school did not bring in eBooks into their catalog out of the ones I talked to, and this was Fayateville State.  They did include eBooks in their discovery layer and KB, but they actually do not catalog anything e, they use EDS for everything, and therefore do not have Marc records for their items.  All the other schools said that their catalogs and discovery systems, which were either WMS and EDS, really did an excellent job displaying eBook results.  Salem College, FTCC, and Wingate said they felt there was a major improvement in students finding and using eBooks once they switched to their current discovery layers (they either did not have discovery layers or had transitioned from an older version.  Salem uses OCLC WMS and FTCC and Wingate use EDS).  Interestingly, none of the schools we talked to with high usage used Summon as their main discovery layer.  It would be interesting to look at ProQuest eBook usage and see if the schools with high use varied.
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The second best practice was incorporating the specific inclusion of eBooks in instruction.  All we talked to mentioned that they specifically teach using eBooks in beginning freshman instruction.  A majority of the schools, like Gardner Webb, Davidson, FTCC, have a required info lit class that students have to take, and this is where these resources are heavily emphasized.  Some of the schools just emphasize eBooks in general, but a few pull out working with ebsco content specifically.  Davidson teaches students to use the Ebsco Research Tools suite as a beginning solution, which included eBooks.  FTCC prefers EBSCO’s interface over ProQuest, and so many of the intro classes there focus on using EBSCO content.  Gardner Webb highlights EBSCO in their instruction and shows all students how to create a MyEBSCO account to improve their use.  Also requires all students to find and use an eBook in the required LIB 301 research skills.
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A third best practice is pulling eBooks as a unit out of the catalog or LibGuides in general and make an effort to highlight them as a format.   Most schools mentioned that they do specifically pull out eBooks as a resource and push them heavily through their website, and especially, through their LibGuides.  All of the schools mentioned listing eBooks as a special category on either their website or LibGuide.  Wingate, for example, redesigned their LibGuide which also serves as their database A-Z, to group all of the eBook collections together so students know exactly where to go and can find them all easily.  Davidson has a special box for their libguides that emphasizes their eBook collection and promotes it as does GTCC and Gardner Webb.  Even schools that do not heavily use libguides like FTCC mention eBooks specifically on their general website.
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Another best practice is promoting eBooks via your bookstore or via an OER initiative.   Ebsco Academic allows DRM free, unlimited use, so this type of use could actually be supported with this collection.  Talking with Salem College, while they do not push OER heavily, but when I told them their top ten titles, six of them were textbooks.  Davidson is also one of our top users in both categories, and they have been actively involved in promoting OER on their website.  They also mentioned some of their top books were textbooks used by professors (again 6/10).  FTCC has course reading lists, where they link directly to books that are used in their general education courses, and four of these books were in the top fifteen.  GTCC broke the curve a bit, as they did link directly to their eBook section from the textbook website (Free Library Resources!) but I was not able to find much a correlation between their top used books and the books being offered in the bookstore.
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Finally, many of the schools, while they do emphasize e, the do not have a huge amount of eBook collections due to being small and having limited budgets.  For Wingate, FTCC, GTCC, Gardner Webb, and Salem, they rely on what they get from us at CC and what they get from NC Live to provide eBook content.  Therefore, with the large number of eBooks coming in from this academic collection, and the limited other choices, and often small print collections on top of it, if a student looks for a book, they are likely going to find it in this collection-it is what is available to them.  This helps the accessibility of this collection, it appears in the catalog, librarians are promoting it in their classes, etc.  What this shows is that students in other libraries can often become overwhelmed with choice.  Focusing on a few specific collections to market initially is a good strategy in order to increase awareness of your collection in general.
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Though this is more nebulous, another best practice was the Intentional decision to push eBooks in all of these ways, and shift collecting efforts to e.  For all the schools I talked to, the decision to promote eBooks in instruction, libguides, and the catalog was very much an intentional decision, based on collecting strategies and student population.  For schools like FTCC and GTCC, they both mentioned that they have small print collections and that, due to their many commuting students, online students, and spread out campuses, that e makes the most sense for their students. HPU said that it has a small print collection, and with their growth of health related fields, has switched their collecting to e heavily, as that is what those students prefer.   



And we market our eBook collection!
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Finally, more than we have talked about previously, they do explicit eBook marketing, in terms of flyers, and they even have an eBook brand look.  They use this on everything discussing eBooks, and also put these around campus and hand them out at dorms.  



What is Missing?
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Presentation Notes
These six observations or strategies that most of the schools had in common surprised me, because I was very much expecting to see a few other things, which I knew to be popular from my own reading about marketing in libraries.  For instance, no one except High Point mentioned flyers or other physical handouts for these materials.  All promotion seemed to be completely online.  What also surprised me was how much successful promotion came down to good discoverability.  If people could find eBooks, and if they knew they existed due to their clear presence on a website, in a catalog, or discussion in a course, they were much more likely to actually use them.  They did not do any huge vendor fairs or mail campaigns with postcards, or big displays.  They simply focused on doing outreach to their student body, they made their materials tie into the curriculum via featuring the library when students and faculty wanted to find textbooks, and they made sure the books were discoverable from numerous angles.  



Thanks!

Kate Hill:  kmhill6@uncg.edu
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